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PERSONAL PREFERENCES, CONFLICTS, LACK OF BUSINESS INSIGHT AND BUINESS 

NOSE DIVE 

 

Muhammad Kashif Aslam& Muhammad Waqas Sadiq wrote this case solely to provide material for class 

discussion. The authors do not intend to illustrate either effective or ineffective handling of a management 

situation.   

 

Abstract 

Choudhary Zahid Iqbal, felt the agonizing pain and feeling of being dragged on thrones going through his 

nerves and for once, the earth seemed to have slipped from his feet. Though it was 23
rd

 of December 

2015, a cold misty and foggy day with no sun around and he walking through the courtyard felt the 

perspiration flowing from his head to foot. In his business career spanning over 24 years, he had never 

thought of such calamity and devastating & wretched business situation which he had just heard of. He 

was still in state of disarray and exclaiming in soliloquy “how it’s possible”. Ch. Zahid Iqbal, majority 

shareholder and equity partner in Ch. Group of Companies, comprising Chaudhary Flour Mills and 

Chaudhary CNG, was on his regular visit to the facilities to witness the state of affairs and to issue certain 

instructions for the fresh wheat procurement season. The ring of the phone attracted his attention and as 

soon as he received the phone call and with every word said from the other side, his face color was 

becoming pale. At the end of the call, he just whispered “ok. We can have a word over it and meanwhile 

let me check”.  The phone call was from the bank officials about their likelihood of being declared 

defaulters on account of not being able to pay the mark up for the September quarter end. If this would 

happen, his entire public image and his political as well as business standing would blow off and 

shattered. He stepped out of his office cabin again to catch his breath. He was now continuously thinking 

of how to come out of this deep ditch. Since he was revoking his British nationality to contest for the 

National Assembly, whoever would have thought about this vulnerable situation? He was considered a 

business gem and genius pulling out the best from the worst. 

The Organization: Choudhary Group of Companies 

Choudhary Group of Companies comprising two business entities namely Choudhary Flour Mills and 

Choudhary CNG
1
incepted in 2004 under the patronage of four partners as well as cousins. Choudhary 

Flour Mills was the first of the units licentiatedby the Govt. and Foods Authorities to process and 

grinding of wheat to meet the wheat consumption of the consumers in the vicinity .The idea of flour mills 

formation was the creation of fertile mind of Muhammad Younus (Late) Ex-General Manager of 

Choudhary Flour Mills. Who after serving the banking industry for nearly three decades and gaining 

industry experience from some flour mills gurus gathered all four partners Hamza Younus, 
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MuhammadAkram,Muhammad Ayub and Muhammad Zahid Iqbal to manage a pool of financials 

resources and business expertise of partners.Zahid and Akram both held 40% shares each in the business 

while Ayub and Hamza contributeted 10% each in the capital. Zahid and Akram were residing in UK and 

had settled business of hoteling and real estate in UK.Ayub was running his own business of trading of 

food grain items in the local market.Hamza was freshly graduated from BZU Multan and had been taken 

as a partner for the sake of seeking business experience. At the start 8 bodies flour mill having grinding 

capacity of 1600 bags became fully operational on 1
st
 March 2004.The firm’s major activity was to 

produce fine and superior quality flour to the consumers through their selected retailers and distributers 

duly supported by their network, strong public ties, having influence in the area and transportation and 

carriage system. With every day passing the flour mill business went to climax. Very soon Choudhary 

Flour Mills made an eminent and prominent position in the flour mills industry across Pakistan.With the 

installation of latest food grinding and refining technology,the firm was among the top contractors for 

TCP
2
,USC

3
 and others Govt.benchers. Younus Ex-GM

4
 of business was the main protagonist,spearhead 

and think-tank always looking for new horizons of excelling in the field. He had commerce degree from 

PU
5
 Lahore and was proficient user of all modern communication equipment. He possessed excellent 

communication skills and was considered a quick learner in his banking carrier, he was always running 

one step ahead of his peers mainly due to his untiring hard work and management skills. He could express 

his viewpoints exceptionally well through the use of graphs, charts and other presentation mediums. His 

main strength lied in his punctuality and to accomplish the assigned task with in stipulated time.He 

always showed his availability at the business 24/7 and was one call away in case of any business 

exigency. Contrary to their peers, they introduced a novel method of wheat collection as they procured 

wheat from the farmers right from the fields through their own transportation than the market, this proved 

to be a win-win position both for the farmers and the business as the farmer could save the transportation 

and commission charges while the business making purchases of high quality wheat at cheaper rates. 

It was customary in the business to share the business progress report on the monthly basis and to the 

gratification of the others fourpartners. The profit graph bars constantly hit new records for the next three 

years under the active role of Younus and kept on posting huge profits despite some troublesome business 

conditions met by its competitors, The partners keeping in view the spending volume of the business, 

growing market demands of their products to be benefited from the seasonality of the wheat crop which is 

available in the market for two months only from May to June, availed certain credit facilities from a 

Commercial Bank to meet their working capital requirement as well as short and long term needs.  
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DIVERSIFICATION: CNG STATION & FAST FOOD OUTLET 

Pakistan automotive industry based on having rich resources of natural gas shifted the bulk of road 

network transportation on CNG fuel. Anticipating huge profit margins and taking last three years CNG 

sector profit trends and future prospects, Younus floated the idea of installing a CNG station under the 

umbrella of CGC
6
,which was unanimously approved and agreed upon by all partners for diversification of 

business and to enter into 100% cashed back commodity. The endeavors proved to be a new success mile 

stone in the company profile.The location of the CNG station being on the most prominent and 

remarkable position on Chichawatni Bypass District Sahiwal, the name of the sponsors,their  

integrity,honesty and the confidence of the consumers both in price and quantity made it a success story 

so and so that within four months of its being operational,The unit broke break even barrier .Younus and 

partners still had something new in their pipeline. With the CNG station being located in the midway 

from Lahore to Multan and with every day increasing number of travelers making it a mid-way stop to 

have refueling of their vehicles as well as themselves through some quality readymade fast food and also 

accessing the vacuum and gap of a fast food outlet in the local market,the sponsors establish a fast food 

point “LICK N CHICKS’.This time around the expertise of Zahidof having run successfully three fast 

foods outlets at UK
7
 came into play. It seemed that everything the sponsors touched turned into gold and 

so was the case with this food spot.The food chain very soon started continental foods to cater the needs 

of traditional food lovers as well as to grab lion share in food industry. 

In 2008 to meet the ever growing flour and other byproducts needs of the consumers as well as to fulfill 

the contracts with various government, public and private institutions within agreed stipulated time the 

flour mills unit went into expansion by installing four more bodies, thus making the total numbers to 12 

with aggregate grinding capacity of 2400 bags per day. 

A TWIST IN MANAGEMENT AND BUSINESS 

In January 2010, the sad demise of Younus brought the change in management of the business. By this 

time,Younus was the sole active player leading the CGC from the front. The businesses were enjoying 

exceptionally good cordial relationship with the lending bank while making timely rather before time 

adjustments of financial facilities as well as markup repayments. After the Younus death, Ayub having 

10% shareholding was declared the managing partner of the firm and role of GM
7
 was also assigned to 

him on mutual decision of all the remaining partners. ThoughHamza had been supervising the affairs of 

both CNG and food spot under guidance of his father and was also keen to learn the working patterns of 

flour mill. However senior partners preferred Ayub over young new incumbent as according to their 

notion a seasoned and senior person like Ayub was much a better option to run the business deftly. In the 

first meeting after the change in management, Ayub was briefed how the business was running smoothly 
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and successfully up till now and partners desired same zeal and zest from him to prove himself a right 

choice.However the decisionproved to be a night mare for the family as well as the business. Ayub unlike 

Younus had a bureaucratic style of managing business affairs with least interest in demonstrating business 

affairs for any business activity or financial matters. Having come from agricultural background and 

being engaged in trading of grain item at local market he was novice in seasonal business activities and 

functionalities of flour mills. The other partners occasionally and especially at the start and at the end of 

wheat season raised their voices for progress at performance meetings. As ill luck would have it 

simultaneously the CNG sector suffered abnormal gas load shadings due to the Govt. change in emphasis 

from consumer to industrial sector. This axe of the government on CNG industry left the business man 

tumbling and Chaudhary CNG was no exception to it.The drought of flow of vehicles and subsequently 

squeezing the flow of every minute, funds generation had a direct impact on food spots sales. With every 

day declining number of customers while the fixed expenditures remaining the same, life seem to have 

tough going for the business.  

CONFILICTS GROW, TROUBLE CONTINUED 

The last nail in the coffin was yet to be hit when SCP
8 
disqualified Zahid from the seat of MNA

9
elected in 

General Elections of 2008 due to the dual nationality case. Zahid being the cousin, brother in law and 

partner in the business as well as to keep the MNA seat at his home nominated Ayub as an alternate 

candidate for contesting of upcoming Bi-Elections. As promised Zahid extended his full support and 

guidance,However this created rift between zahid and ayub as according to the later, zahid had played 

foul with him in making him a loser in elections to show his supremacy and standings among the masses, 

without understanding the facts that Ayub stubborn attitude and limited social interaction had cost him all 

this.Ayub who was already attending the business office at bare minimum level due to spending most 

office time in his personal  political matters and personal business, now became totally ignorant about 

CGC due to recent defeat in bi elections.When pressed by the partners to give proper time to the office as 

well as to portray the up to date profit and loss picture ,Ayub had no answer to the questions and even got 

flared up and left the meeting by saying “It’s none of your business I know better  how to run this 

business  better than you people if someone has objection on it he may take over the responsibility as I 

can’t devote more time in this business”. In another  meeting when he was asked that why the firm was 

not purchasing wheat directly from the farmers as some loyal farmers had approached them for the same 

he got frowned up and screamed,” How they dare interfere in my business, I don’t like wandering in 

fields for these pity people, much batter offers are available in the market” The irony  of the situation was 

that whenever partners asked him to make corrective remedial measures to recover the falling financial 

health of the business he took it as a personal attack in his capabilities and was always building up the 

perception that no one other than Zahid was behind all this. Later on he started to bluff the partners by 
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communicating manipulated profit figures and also portraying that the profits such earned were reinvested 

in the business to keep up the steady pace. When the audit of the books of account was conducted it was 

revealed that there had been abnormal expenditure compared to income generations as well as to the 

uttered disappointment of the management, the firm could not get the maximum out of the wheat season 

as the bank did not extends the seasonal credit facilities to the flour mills due to certain pendency at the 

end of Ayub.Consequently the firm had to make purchases own strict terms and conditions and at higher 

pricing thus depleting the profit figures.The lack of cooperation and banking sense of Ayub even more 

worsen the situation and created communication gap between the firm and the bank as he was not ready to 

receive any call from the bank and having meeting with any bank’s representative. This led to a 

discomfort on the part of the bank as well and the bank started giving reminders to the business about 

markup servicing which had already become overdue from more than two months and the regulator might 

report the business as overdue. Since Ayub was the only contact point between the business and the bank 

hence other partners were completely ignorant of bank related matters, This call received by Zahid took 

him surprised as this situation of the firm not being able to make the markup repayment for one quarter 

was never disclosed to any partner at this junction of his business career, Zahid sitting at his office to 

come up with some plausible solutions of this situation and waiting for the bank officials to gain the 

actual insight into the whole matter and react accordingly as he had called upon all the partners for an 

emergency meeting.  
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Exhibit 1     Relevant Bios                                              

Muhammad Younus (Age 62)-Ex-General Manager 

Ex-GM,Muhammad Younusstarted his career as bankingprofessional in late 70’s after getting his 

graduate degree with specialization in commerce studies from PU Lahore. He spent almost three decades 

as a banker in banking industry and was eye witness of banking evolution from nationalization to 

privatization of banks in Pakistan. Having a long experience in banking industry and being a business 

graduate after retirement he founded CGCalong with other four partners and start playing his role as a 

GMin the firm. Hisbusiness career was over with the sad demise of his death in 2010. 

Muhammad Akram (Age 72)-Partner 

Muhammad Akram got his graduation degree from Pakistan; later settled and started his career through 

hoteling business of fast food chain under his sole proprietorship in UK. Akram is still dual national of 

Pakistan and UK.He is currently sleeping partner of Choudhary Group of Companies.  

Zahid Iqbal (Age 55)-Partner 

Zahid Iqbal started his professional career in 90’s under his first cousin Akram guidance and supervision 

in UK through hoteling business after graduation from Pakistan and as a partner in CGC later in 2004. He 

started his political career through PPP platform and was elected MNA (NA-162) constituency for the 

first time in 2008 general elections and had to vacate national assembly seat in November 2012 due to 

dual nationalityon orders of SCP. Hehas revoked his British Nationality and is still continuing his 

political career and is member of CGC.   

Muhammad Ayub(Age 55)-GM &Managing Partner 

Muhammad Ayub having agricultural background started his career in trading of grain item in local grain 

market along with his father after passing graduation degree. He spent 8 years’ time span under his father 

supervision and then he joint CGC as a partner and shareholder. Due to seniority and agriculture back 

ground he is working as GM & Managing partner of the firm. 

Hamza Younus (Age 30)-Partner 

Hamza Younus son of Ex-GM, Muhammad Younus started his business career with CGC as a partner 

after its graduation from BZU.He is currently managing CNG station and fast food outlet businesses.Due 

to dispute among the partners he is also looking flour mills matters he has been nominated managing 

partner of the Flour mill and is associated with the group since its inception. 

 

 

 

 


